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Chapter: 996

Prince prince!

Hearing this sentence, everyone suddenly remembered. Chang Yuan

went out to make a phone call before, and when he came back, he was

indeed excited and said that he had found a prince.

And now…

“Senior, is the prince you’re looking for really that powerful? Can the

entire Yang family be subdued?” Bai Yi still had some doubts in his

heart.

It’s not just her!

The rest of the people also looked at Chang Yuan one after another,

and their expressions were filled with a hint of suspicion.

And hear this!

Chang Yuan laughed and said admiringly:

“Bai Yi, you are not from Jiangnan, and you don’t know the terrible

prince! Among the top chaebols in Jiangnan, their family ranks first!”

“In addition, although the Yang family is also on the front line, it has

fallen into disarray! And I recently heard that the Yang family has been

asking for cooperation with the prince!”

“Besides! Among the younger generation in Jiangnan City, except for

two In addition to the great hidden world, the prince is definitely the

first! There are countless second generations of broad and young

people, and all of them follow his instructions! ”

Wow!

Listening to what Chang Yuan said, Shen Jian and others next to him

had completely believed it.

after all!

The crown prince of the top chaebol, plus the first man of the younger

generation, can be imagined.

Even if it really makes Yang Jiafu soft, it is not impossible.

What shocked Shen Jian and others even more was that Chang Yuan’s

face was so great.

The prince actually did not hesitate to suppress the Yang family for one

of his calls, so that the Yang family even used the tens of billions of

Galaxy Tower as compensation.

The friendship between this prince and Chang Yuan was so deep that it

was simply unimaginable.

Thought of this!

Shen Jian and Shen Jie and his son suddenly flattered and flattered to

Chang Yuan:

“Mr. Chang, I really didn’t expect that your friendship with the prince

would be so deep! In the future, our Shen family will still need your

care! ”

Yeah, Mr. Chang! You are so amazing. The prince has worked hard for

you! From now on, Mr. Chang will definitely become so prosperous!”

The father and son were extremely pleased at this moment.

After they said these words to me.

Seeing Bai Yi still questioning Chang Yuan, Shen Jian and his son

continued to say to Bai Yi:

“Bai Yi, don’t think about it, this matter cannot be related to Lin Fan!

He has been in Jiangshi for three years, when will he come? I don’t

know anyone in Jiangnan! How could he suppress the Yang Family!”

“Yeah, cousin, Lin Fan has a lot of skills, none of us knows! If it is said

that the Yang Family came to apologize and beat him because of him. I

definitely don’t believe it if I die!” The father and son looked at Lin

Fan, full of contempt.

It’s like watching a clown:

“He, it’s a crow’s mouth at best! Let him talk nonsense this time, but he

got it!”

Is it really nonsense?

Bai Yi’s expression was slightly hesitant.

She suspected that this matter had something to do with Lin Fan, but

she couldn’t believe it in her heart.

After all, she had lived with Lin Fan for three years and had never seen

it once. Lin Fan had been to Jiangnan, let alone heard that he knew

anyone in Jiangnan City.

A stranger with no connections and no resources to suppress the first-

class chaebol?

This is indeed a fantasy.

Thought of this.

Bai Yi shook his head, and completely threw Lin Fan’s idea of   

suppressing the Yang family out of his mind, and immediately said to

Chang Yuan:

“Senior, it seems that this time is really the credit of the prince you

invited! Thank you very much!”
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